Kris Pastoriza, comment March 22, 2017
Questions sent to DES regarding their permit for NPT:
Kris: “NPT/DES permit states "No excavation shall be done in flowing water." How would NPT then
trench through the many smaller streams and groundwater (which flows) on the proposed burial route?”
Rene: “This activity would be done either with cofferdams and flume bypass methods, or by
directional boring underground so that no impacts occur within the bed or banks.”
Kris: “NPT has no plans to do HDD under 58 of Easton's culverts, only the larger rivers and culverts
incidental to them; Unnamed at the Easton/Franconia border, Brooks Brook, Kendall Brook, Ham
Branch, two unnamed, Ham Branch, Slide Brook, Unnamed, Reel Brook, Ham Branch and Swamp
Brook, Black Brook, Clay Brook and Underhill Brook.”
NPT provided no diagrams for flume bypasses or cofferdams. Where would I find them?
Does DES have any restrictions on bentonite or drilling additives, for protection of water supplies, like
that at Wildwood?”
Kris: “Like this?”

Rene: “Yes, that’s a good representation of directional boring… “
Kris: “That is an open trench stream crossing, not HDD.
My question was, is that an adequate representation of how one trenches through a stream while
adhering to DES conditions of not working in stream beds.
I am concerned that DES did not read the NPT DOT Permit Packages at all, or consider what was in
them in your permitting decision or your permit conditions.
Did DES assess the Permit Packages and if so, in what way do the conditions DES set reflect the
information presented by NPT in these Permit Packages?
Does DES have any restrictions on bentonite or other drilling slurry additives? Does DES place any
conditions on work over aquifers or in groundwater protection districts, beyond basic "BMPs"?
Kris: “DOT standards for HDD referenced in their Utility Accommodation Manual state: "a
predetermined disposal site for the drilling mud must be identified in the planning process or addressed
through submittals."
Did DES read this manual before making their permitting decision and conditions? How could DES
make a decision without knowing the recommendations for HDD?
Please provide NPT submission to DES of disposal site(s) for drilling mud.”
Rene: “The DES review of the NPT application did not include reviewing any DOT manuals or
standards, as our various program rules do not require the applicant to address DOT
standards. We recommend you contact DOT directly regarding their review of the project and
concerning any questions you have about boring or HDD techniques and standards.
In response to your question on stream crossings, DES recommended (my emphasis)
imposing conditions that require the applicant to provide final stream diversion/cofferdam
plans for review and approval prior to construction for any in-stream activity to ensure work is
not done in flowing water. As far as bentonite use for drilling, there are no restrictions that I
am aware of.”
Kris: “Did DES look at the DOT Permit Packages as part of their assessment?
Did DES meet with DOT to coordinate assessments in any way?”
Kris: “Mr. Pelletier,
please provide answers to the above question. In addition; did DES accept NPT
figures for no permanent impacts to the 188 streams, 144 wetlands and 17 vernal pools it proposes to
cross with its Bethlehem to Bridgewater proposal for burial, or did DES undertake its own independent
assessment? That Robert Varney (NPT/ Normandeau) worked for DES, and Mr. Bisbee, (NPT) worked

for DES doesn't mean Normandeau's/NPT figures are good data. To the contrary, it argues for their
expertise in knowing how to game your system (=manipulate your system for the desired outcome.)
Did DES consider the effects of thermal concrete and its composition (coal fly ash with heavy metals,
PH effect on waters, fluidizer ingredients, effect on watershed and water flow of extensive in-valley
underground barriers, effects of hundred of gallons of drilling slurry "lost" underground and/or through
frak-out to more visible locations, like streams, unknown effects (think MBTE, PFOA, airborne
mercury in NH fish from midwest power plants, nitrates from DOT blasting, DDT, endocrine
disruptors, Agent Orange, Woburn, etc, etc.)
Does DES have any specific standards for HDD? If so, are any of these standards applied to
use/process rather than results (which are usually difficult and expensive to monitor and measure, when
they don't go completely unnoticed for years.)
To rephrase, was a cautious, precautionary approach to assessment of "no effect" and permitting taken?
Did DES consider the effect of NPT proposed HDD, drilling fluids and additives on water,
groundwater, aquifers and soils?
Did DES consider the effect of NPT proposed blasting on groundwater/aquifers in its assessment of
effects?
Do the statutes directing/limiting DES allow it to consider unknowns in their permitting decisions? If
not, how does its mission for protecting resources address this rather serious issue?
Did DES ignore areas for which NPT did not submit data?
A breakdown of factors considered for burial would be helpful to those of us on the burial route
"confused" by your finding of no impact here.
An answer to each question above would avoid repetition of questions.
I think most of us would be glad to have DES rehabilitated as a regulatory agency rather than a
permitting agency. What are DES figures for accepted vs. denied permits? Are any permits denied?
Does DES have the ability to deny permits? If not, a clear statement of this would allow those of us
concerned to pursue legislation enabling DES to have a more effective role in protecting and preserving
New Hampshire.”

Kris: “"Slurry Modification and Disposal
Responsible disposal of drilling fluids, water phase effluent and produced solids require that these
materials not be allowed to gain entry into any stream, waterway or body of water and should always
be done in accordance with all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Baroid IDP provides
additives that help convert drilling fluids and slurries into solid waste to facilitate disposal."
http://www.baroididp.com/idp/products-applications/products/drilling-fluid-additives/slurrymodification-and-disposal/slurry-disposal.page?node-id=hlz0i3ud
Industry speaking, here.
How has DES addressed this issue? Slurry certainly gained entry to waterways during the geotechnical
boring; underground, as evidenced in the drilling logs, into streams, as evidenced by photographs, and
on the ground, helped by the contractors hosing it into the undergrowth as shown above.
"Water phase effluent" appears to indicate dumping "filtered" slurry water is not acceptable practice. It
is not enough to state that practices will not case violation of RSA whatever, because no one will know.
There has to be a rule in place restricting actions, such as slurry dumping or water phase effluent
dumping. This is why DES has to read the HDD guidelines manual. DES cannot state this is a DOT
issue, outside their purview. Practices with potential to contaminate water and soils are your
responsibility.

"Lost Circulation Materials
Loss of circulation equates to loss of borehole value. Lost sample information, lost formation
production, frac outs, excessive replacement fluid costs, failed grout jobs, total hole failure, are lost
value. Borehole value is maximized when the fluid stays in the hole. Our products give operators costeffective ways to respond to complete or partial lost circulation."
"Many utility bores and all river crossings occur in alluvial environments or simply areas that contain
large gravel and cobbles.These formations present the greatest challenge to HDD contractors
concerning hole stability and suspension. "
What is DES response to inevitable loss of boring slurry into the ground? Even industry now admits
that slurry cannot be disposed of in a way that will let it into the water, yet that’as what will happen
when the slurry leaks out the hundreds of feet of two 18" minimum boreholes into the surrounding
gravel and cobbles. These show up on the drilling logs. If hundreds of gallons of slurry are lost into 4"
geotechnical holes of 15' depth, how much will be lost into 18" boreholes?
How did DES address these issues in its permit?
An underground supplement to your permit needs to be written, and not by NPT.”

Kris:
“"Many utility bores and all river crossings occur in alluvial environments or simply areas
that contain large gravel and cobbles. These formations present the greatest challenge to HDD
contractors concerning hole stability and suspension. "
52% gravel in borehole 10-A.
Did DES look at NPT's Risk Report? It is in the Discovery data.

For example, below are water risks for Route 116 in Franconia near the Ham Branch.
Dark blue = high risk.”

Kris Pastoriza
March 23, 2017
Regulatory Capture of DES has just left 31 NH communities and their watersheds and soils vulnerable
to corporate exploitation.

NPT has no RFP, no TSA, their PPA is no good,
their proposed lease is illegal, the existing
easements do not permit the fiber optic necessary
for DC lines, they have no permission for burial
on municipal roads, they have not spoken with
PNGTS about siting, large sections of the burial
route have undefined ROW widths, making them
“legally problematic” (NPT statement), and other
extensive sections are too narrow for safe
burial… They are dependent on regulatory capture:

Above: Dana Bisbee, former DES commissioner now working for Northern Pass, strengthening New
Hampshire’s robust system of regulatory capture through “outreach” to his former agency.
Apparently NPT didn’t stand out enough, and where is their “fixed construction price” now?
When Mr. Bisbee wasn’t at DES he was relentlessly pushing the New Hampshire Division of Historical
Resources to assess Northern Pass historical documentation for the SEC process, an area outside their
purview, which they steadfastly resisted. He also relentlessly pursued NPT’s early intervention in the
Section 106 Programmatic Agreement between DHR and the DOE, so NPT could do their best to make
sure the historical review would happen just ahead (or behind) the bulldozers.

Mark Hodgdon did “open and correct” outreach to DOJ then moved on to Victoria Sheehan, which was
followed by DOT losing their 2012 uncertainty over road ownership:

NPT DIS 030899 (2012)

And so on. DOT caved to the implied threat of litigation, despite Mr. Hodgdon’s shaky legal brief and
clear description of the problems with their route, for example, on Route 112 “the road’s scenic quality
would invariably be altered by the additional widening, tree removal and terrain changes necessary to
place the NPT underground facility in the undisturbed areas.”
On Bear Rock Road: “Construction of the proposed facility outside the travelled way would
dramatically disrupt environmental, archaeologic and historic resources, as well as alter the rural
characteristics of the area in an environmentally and socially unacceptable manner. In addition,
installation of the underground transmission line along the right of way edges would require extensive
disruption and relocation of existing utilities, loss of swaths of mature tree growth and vegetation,
impacts to wetland resources and forever alter the roadside aesthetics.”
It makes one wonder how NPT would describe the overland route, if they had an alternative.
Lee Carbonneau (Normandeau/NPT) took Mr. Hodgdon’s “proof” of NPT’s right to bury under state
roads and DOT’s capitulation, to DES, (Ridge Mauck, Darlene Forst and Collis Adams), to enlist their
acceptance, deny SPNHF’s claims and avoid extra permitting requirements:
DES required only written justification from NPT of their right to use the roads. Does DES ever say
no?

New Hampshire Division of Historic Resources declared the application incomplete, way back on November 12,
2015. This earned them a visit from Bill Quinlan, Mike Iacopino, Jeanine Girgenti (NH AG
(jeanine.girgenti@doj.nh.gov ), Pam Monroe, and others on the NPT team. By December 2, 2015 NHDHR had
signed an MOU with NPT, allowing the application to go forward.
https://www.nhsec.nh.gov/projects/2015-06/letter-memos-correspondance/2015-06_2015-1202_nhdhr_ltr_app_review_revised.pdf
Below is a short version of those meeting minutes.
Bill (Quinlan):“Here to discuss where DHR sees issues with the SEC application and to try to work with DHR to
understand the issues and resolve them.”
Bill:“Applications don't have to have Phase 1 complete for the application, do they?”
Bill:“The project could go forward with the promise to complete all required Phases.”
Bill:“What would DHR want to make the application complete?”
Bill:“With respect to the DHR review, what will it take for
completion? Will a PA work?”
Bill”“Is there something short of a PA that DHR could be satisfied
with?”
Bill: “What body of information will get them…?”
Elizabeth Muzzey: explains the use of an MOU.
Bill” “Perhaps this is a path forward. We still want to work on the
trust issue.
We will do this quickly, draft something by tomorrow afternoon.”
Elizabeth Muzzey: “What timing will work for the SEC?”
Mike Iacopino: “As long as it is signed before the hearing on
Monday.”
Bill: “This conversation has been helpful. Should we commit to
meeting more regularly?”

NPT has no RFP, no TSA, their PPA is no good, their proposed lease is illegal, the existing easements
do not permit the fiber optic necessary for DC lines, they have no permission for burial under
municipal roads, they have not spoken with PNGTS about siting, large sections of the burial route have
undefined ROW widths, making them “legally problematic” (NPT statement), and other extensive
sections are too narrow for safe burial...
Why did the SEC declare the application complete?
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